Neurophysiology studies of covert visual attention in monkeys have emphasized the 25 modulation of sensory neural responses in the visual cortex. At the same time, 26 electrophysiological correlates of attention have been reported in other cortical and 27 subcortical structures, and recent fMRI studies have identified regions across the brain 28 modulated by attention. Here we used fMRI in two monkeys performing covert attention 29 tasks to reproduce and extend these findings in order to help establish a more complete 30 list of brain structures involved in the control of attention. As expected from previous 31 studies, we found attention-related modulation in frontal, parietal and visual cortical 32 areas as well as the superior colliculus and pulvinar. We also found significant attention-33 related modulation in cortical regions not traditionally linked to attentionmid-STS 34 areas (anterior FST and parts of IPa, PGa, TPO), as well as the caudate nucleus. A 35 control experiment using a second-order orientation stimulus showed that the observed 36 modulation in a subset of these mid-STS areas did not depend on visual motion. These 37 results identify the mid-STS areas (anterior FST and parts of IPa, PGa, TPO) and 38 caudate nucleus as potentially important brain regions in the control of covert visual 39 attention in monkeys. 40 41 42 43 Neuronal correlates of covert visual attention have been demonstrated in several 44 visual cortical areas 1-7 , frontal areas 8-12 , parietal areas 13,14 and sub-cortical regions 15-45 19 of non-human primates. Causal contributions to covert spatial attention have also 46 been demonstrated for some cortical (FEF, LIP) and sub-cortical regions (SC and 47 pulvinar) 20-25 . 48 One explanation for attention-related improvements in performance is that 49 sensory processing of the stimulus is enhanced through top-down modulation 26,27 . The 50 strongest evidence for this idea comes from recordings in visual cortex combined with 51 causal manipulations in FEF or pulvinar 25,28,29 . However, improvements in performance 52 can also be achieved by other operations that do not change local sensitivity, such as 53 changes in choice bias 30 , spatial weighting of sensory signals 23,31 , enhancing cortical 54 communication 18 , and filtering out distractors 8,10 . The implementation of these other 55 components involves brain areas and circuit mechanisms that are only partly 56 understood but likely to play a central role in the control of selective attention [30][31][32][33] . 57
somatomotor areas was related to differences in how the monkeys used the joystick in 158 the task. Consistent with this interpretation, we did not see any activation in the central 159 sulcus areas during the stimulus mapping experiment in which monkeys passively 160 viewed stimuli during fixation and the joystick was not present (see Supplementary Fig.  161   S1) . 162
The activation maps also consistently revealed a large swath of attention-related 163 modulation in the mid-STS region, anterior to MT and MST. The activated voxels did not 164 fall neatly within a single cortical area, but instead aggregated around the borders of 165 several mid-STS cortical areas (FST, IPa, PGa and TEO) that are more clearly 166 illustrated in a higher magnification view of these same data (Fig. 4) . The peak 167 activation in these mid-STS cortical areas was located in the fundus of the STS near the 168 border between areas IPa and anterior FST, but activated voxels extended medially into 169
PGa and TPO onto the dorsal bank of the STS, and laterally into medial parts of area 170 TEO onto the ventral bank. The locations of the peak activation in the fundus varied 171 somewhat across hemispheres, straddling the border between IPa and anterior FSTit 172 was in IPa for the left hemispheres ( Fig. 4a, 4c ) but in aFST for the right hemispheres 173 ( Fig. 4b, 4d ) in both monkeys. Based on these results, we will refer to this attention-174 related region in the fundus of the mid-STS as aFST/IPa. 175
To characterize these attention-related modulations in greater detail, we returned 176 to the 3D volumes and identified regions of interest (ROIs) in cortical and subcortical 177 brain regions, defined as 2mm-radius spheres centered on the local maxima of the 178 contrast between Attend and Ignore conditions. For each ROI, we then extracted the 179 time-course of BOLD activity during Attend and Ignore conditions for each area (see 180 Methods). For consistency, we focused on ROIs that showed activation at the same or 181 overlapping anatomical locations in both monkeys. In total, we found 9 cortical and 3 182 sub-cortical ROIs in both monkeys and assigned each a name based on the anatomical showed a strong response to visual motion during the Ignore condition as well as during 196 the Attend condition. 197
In the parietal cortex, attention-related peak activations were observed in areas 198 of the IPS including LIPd and LIPv (Fig. 5f, 5g ). In the frontal cortex, we observed 199 attention-related peak activations in areas FEF and vlPFC ( Fig. 5h, 5i ). These 200 observations are in agreement with the previous neurophysiology studies of attention in 201 monkeys 9-11,14 . Unlike the visual cortical ROIs, the frontal and parietal ROIs (FEF, LIPd, LIPv) showed a strong response to visual motion during Attend but a much weaker 203 response during Ignore ( Importantly, in the mid-STS cortex, we identified two ROIs based on the 205 attention-related peak activations ( Fig. 5d , 5e). One ROI was identified in the dorsal 206 bank of the STS and the peak activation was located in area TPO in all four 207 hemispheres (Fig. 5e ). The other ROI was aFST/IPa region ( Fig. 5d ), which was located 208 in the fundus of the STS. As described earlier, the peak activation of this ROI was 209 always near the border of aFST and IPa, and the 2mm sphere included voxels from 210 several mid-STS cortical areas as defined by the anatomical boundaries: a majority of 211 the activated voxels (62%) belonged to areas aFST and IPa and the remaining voxels 212 (38%) were attributed to areas PGa and TEO. The activations we observed in these two 213 mid-STS ROIs are in the vicinity of STS cortical activations reported in previous monkey 214 fMRI studies 35,36 , a point we consider in more detail in the Discussion. 215
216

Subcortical attention-related structures 217
We also observed significant attention-related modulation in subcortical 218 structures ( Fig. 6 ). In all four hemispheres, we observed significant attention-related 219 modulation in the SC (Fig. 6a ) and pulvinar ( Fig. 6b ), in agreement with previous 220 neurophysiology studies 15, 18, 19 . In addition to these subcortical regions known to be 221 involved in selective attention, we also observed significant attention-related modulation 222 in the genu of the left caudate nucleus in both monkeys (Fig. 6c ). The genu of the 223 caudate receives anatomical projections from motion sensitive areas of STS 40 . A recent 224 fMRI study of covert visual attention in monkeys using static symbols has also reported attention-related modulation in the caudate nucleus, though in its tail rather than its 226 genu 35 . 227 regions (aFST/IPa, TPO) is that these areas are specialized for visual motion 231 processing, similar to areas MT and MST. This explanation would be consistent with 232 previous fMRI experiments showing activations related to higher-order motion signals in 233 similar mid-STS cortical areas 41 . To test how much of the attention-related modulation 234
we observed in these mid-STS regions was due to our use of a visual motion stimulus, 235
we collected data from a control experiment in one monkey (monkey # 1) performing an 236 attention task in the scanner involving a second-order orientation detection (see 237
Methods). All aspects of the task were the same as in the motion version except that the 238 motion stimulus was replaced by a second-order orientation stimulus. Performance of 239 the monkey in the three tasks (Baseline, Ignore and Attend) is shown in Figure 7 . The 240 hit and false alarm rates in the Baseline condition were 73% and 10% respectively ( Fig.  241 7b). The hit rate (72%) and foil false alarm rate (Left: 12%, Right: 9%) in the Ignore 242 condition show that the monkey successfully ignored the peripheral second-order 243 orientation stimuli when they were irrelevant (Fig. 7c ). The hit rates (Left: 79%, Right: 244 65%) of the monkey in the Attend condition were higher than false alarms (8%), 245 indicating that the monkey was able to detect the second-order orientation stimulus 246 when it was behaviorally relevant during the Attend blocks ( Fig. 7d ). As with the motion task, we contrasted the Attend and Ignore conditions to 248 identify voxels with significant attention-related modulation. The resulting t-score maps 249 (Bonferroni corrected; p<0.05, t-scores > 5.02) projected onto partially inflated cortical 250 surfaces for monkey #1 are shown in Figures 8ab. The overall attention-related 251 modulation was sparser during the second-order orientation task than the motion-252 change detection task; early visual areas V1, V2v did not show any significant attention-253 related modulation. Voxels showing attention-related modulation were identified in areas 254 neighboring the superior temporal sulcus (STS), intra-parietal sulcus (IPS) and arcuate 255 sulcus (AS). In the posterior STS, attention-related modulation was very weak and 256 included only area V4t but not MT ( Fig. 8a, 8b) , unlike in the motion-change detection 257 task which included both MT and V4t (Fig. 8a, 8b ). In the IPS, significantly modulated 258 voxels were located in areas LIPd, LIPv and area PEa. In the AS, voxels were identified 259 in areas 8Bs and 8Ad (FEF). In the mid-STS, significant attention-related modulation 260 was found in the aFST/IPa region with activated voxels identified to be in anterior FST, 261
and IPa in the fundus of the STS, area PGa in the dorsal bank and medial parts of area 262 TEO in the ventral bank. However, we did not find any activation in area TPO on the 263 dorsal bank. These results show that the aFST/IPa region was modulated during covert 264 visual attention in the absence of any visual motion. 265
To test if the modulated voxels identified in the motion-change detection and 266 orientation detection tasks were from the same or different population of voxels, we 267 identified attention-related ROIs areas in the orientation task following the same method 268 as previously described for the motion task. Note that the ROIs were defined 269 independently for data from each task based on their respective attention-related modulation. We then computed the percentage of voxels for each ROI that were 271 significantly modulated during both attention tasks. We defined the "%Overlap" for an 272 area as the number of voxels that showed significant attention-related modulation in 273 both tasks, divided by the total number of voxels in the joint ROI (i.e., the union of the 274 voxels across the two tasks). A low value for %Overlap would indicate that the attention-275 related modulation depended on the particular visual feature (motion or orientation) 276 used in the attention task, or that the center of the ROI shifted considerably between the 277 two tasks; a high value would indicate that the same voxels were modulated in both 278 tasks. We found modest values for %Overlap for frontal and parietal ROIs (LIPd: 9%, 279
LIPv: 12%, FEF: 16%), and a relatively low value for the V4t ROI (4%) neighboring MT 280 ( Fig. 8c ). The highest value for %Overlap was found for aFST/IPa (53%), demonstrating 281 that the attention-related modulation in the aFST/IPa region was not limited to attention 282 tasks involving visual motionindeed, nearly half of the voxels in the aFST/IPa ROI 283 were modulated in both tasks ( Fig. 8c ). 284
As an additional comparison of the aFST/IPa modulation during the two attention 285 tasks, we examined the full extent of the overlap using the activation maps for the entire 286 mid-STS region, rather than considering only the voxels within the 2mm-radius sphere 287 around the peak activation. The blue contour in Fig. 9a , 9b outlines the contiguous 288 attention-related activation in the mid-STS region during the orientation task for both 289 hemispheres in monkey #1, which extended across anterior FST, IPa and PGa. We 290 then overlaid the same blue contour on the activations during the motion task, and 291 found that the highest activations during the motion task were mostly contained within 292 the blue contour ( Fig. 9c, 9d ). This demonstrates that not only was the aFST/IPa region modulated during both tasks, but the voxels modulated during the orientation task were 294 the same voxels that showed the largest modulation during the visual motion task. 295
Finally, we considered whether the difference in the spatial extent of the 296 attention-related activations between the motion and orientation tasks (t-score maps in 297 These results indicate that the difference in attention-related activations between the 305 two tasks was not due to the difference in the number of runs or trials of imaging data 306 collected, but instead due to the difference in the visual stimuli used. In particular, we 307 suspect that the dynamic nature of the visual motion stimulus simply produced larger 308 activations overall than the second-order orientation stimulus. 309 310 311
Discussion 312
The goal of the present study was to replicate the results from previous monkey 313 fMRI studies in a different attention task paradigm and identify the brain regions 314 modulated during covert visual attention in non-human primates. The task was directly 315 comparable to that used in a previous human fMRI study to identify the brain areas that show attention-related modulation to visual motion 39 . We found attention-related 317 modulation in visual cortical areas (V1, V2v, MT), fronto-parietal areas (FEF, vlPFC, 318 electrophysiology studies in monkeys 1-3,5,8,9,12-15,18,19 . These observations are in 320 agreement with the recent fMRI studies of covert visual attention in monkeys 34-38 , as 321 well as the more numerous fMRI studies of covert visual attention in humans 39,42-44 . 322
Interestingly, our results also show attention-related modulation in relatively unexplored 323 areas of the brainmid-STS areas (aFST/IPa region and area TPO) and caudate 324 nucleus during covert visual attention to motion in non-human primates (Fig. 3, 4 
and 5). 325
Areas in mid-STS (aFST/IPa region and area TPO) showed modulation during 326 covert attention to motion. The anatomical location of the aFST/IPa region ( Fig. 4d ; 327
Monkey #1: AP + 5.75mm; Monkey # 2: AP + 7mm) matches the previously described 328 motion-sensitive region in STS named LST 41 . To test if the attention-related modulation 329
we observed in aFST/IPa region was limited to visual motion stimulus, we used the 330 same task design with a second-order orientation stimulus, rather than a motion 331 stimulus. Areas of the fronto-parietal network (FEF, LIP) showed some modulation in 332 both versions of the attention task, as might be expected, but we also found strong 333 modulation in aFST/IPa region located in the mid-STS (Fig. 8a, 8b) . In fact, we found 334 that modulation in aFST/IPa region was localized to the same voxels in both tasks ( Fig.  335 8c), according to the D99 atlas in AFNI 45 . The LST region was also shown to exhibit a 336 preference for intact shapes over scrambled shapes 41 , consistent with our observation 337 that attention-related modulation in this region was not restricted to tasks using visual modulated by attention, our results suggest that aFST/IPa region is the previously 340 described LST, and this region is recruited during covert visual attention even without 341 visual motion. The functional contribution of these mid-STS areas (aFST/IPa region and 342 area TPO) to covert visual attention is not known, although there is sparse evidence 343 that lesions targeted in the fundus and dorsal bank of STS can produce unilateral 344 neglect in monkeys 46, 47 . 345
We also found strong attention-related modulation in the genu of the caudate 346 nucleus during covert attention to motion. Previous fMRI studies in monkeys using static 347 symbols found modulation in the tail of the caudate nucleus 35 . This difference is most 348 likely due to difference in the visual stimuli used: visual areas involved in processing the 349 visual motion stimuli we used in our task project to caudate genu, whereas visual areas mechanisms related to the formation of the perceptual choice 52,53 , rather than the 360 modulation of sensory processing, but additional studies will be needed to sort out these 361
issues. 362
The attention-related modulation in cortical and sub-cortical areas we observed is 363 broadly consistent with the results of previous fMRI studies in monkeys during covert 364 attention tasks [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . One recent study investigated attention-related modulation in 365 monkeys using visual motion stimulus, but in a different task paradigm 36 provide strong evidence that the aFST/IPa region is not only modulated during attention 381 to motion stimuli but also during attention to other visual features. 382
In conclusion, using fMRI in two monkeys performing a covert attention task, we 383 identified a list of brain structures that are selectively activated during covert attention to (frontal, parietal and visual areas) and subcortical (superior colliculus, pulvinar) regions, 386
we also found significant attention-related modulation in places not traditionally linked to 387 attentionmid-STS areas (aFST/IPa region and area TPO) and the caudate nucleus. 388
These findings identify the mid-STS areas and caudate as additional brain areas of 389 interest for the study of covert visual attention in non-human primates. 390
Methods 393
Animals 394
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing 7-9 kg participated 395 in this study. All experimental protocols were approved by the National Eye Institute In the scanner, both monkeys performed three behavioral tasks: Baseline, Ignore 402
and Attend. In all tasks, monkeys initiated the trial by holding the joystick down and 403 fixating the central fixation spot with a colored central cue on a grey background. 404
Monkeys fixated for the entire duration of the trial with in a 2 o fixation window. The color 405 of the central cue indicated the trial condition. In Baseline and Ignore trials, the color of 406 the central cue was black (Fig. 1a, 1c ) and the relevant stimulus was the fixation 407 stimulus. In Attend trials, the color of the central cue was red ( Fig. 1e) In Attend trials, following 0.5 s of fixation, two random dot motion stimuli were 427 presented at the same stimulus location as in Ignore trials. One of the peripheral motion 428 stimulus changed direction during the variable delay of 1 -3 s on the 65% of the trials. 429
Monkeys reported the motion-direction change by releasing the joystick within 0.3 -0.8 430 s to get a juice reward (Fig. 1e ). There was no fixation luminance change in Attend 431 trials. A total of 12424 Attend trails were collected in both monkeys (7180 in Monkey #1 432 and 5244 in Monkey #2). 433
In all tasks, 35% of the trials were catch trials and monkeys hold the joystick 434 down to get a juice reward. 435
In addition to the motion-change detection task, monkey # 1 also performed a 438 version of the attention tasks with orientation pulse stimuli instead of the random dot 439 motion stimuli. The sequence of events in all three conditions (Baseline, Ignore, Attend) 440 were kept the same as the motion-change detection version of the task (Fig. 7b, 7c, 7d) . 441
The onset of the motion stimuli was replaced with the onset of white noise stimuli, and 442 the motion-direction change was replaced with a 0.5 s second-order orientation pulse. 443
In Attend condition, monkey reported the orientation pulse by releasing the joystick 444 within 0.3 -0.8 s to get a juice reward (Fig. 7d ), whereas in Ignore condition, monkey 445 ignored the orientation pulse and reported the luminance change in the fixation spot by 446 releasing the joystick within 0.3 -0.8 s to get a juice reward (Fig. 7c) . A total of 3518 447
Ignore trails and 3602 Attend trials were collected in in Monkey #1. 448
The second-order orientation stimulus was generated by briefly (0.5 s) 449
modulating the contrast of a white noise stimulus with a 2-dimensional sinusoid (Fig.  450   7a) . The noise stimulus was 6 0 in diameter and consisted of checks each the size of a 451 pixel with luminance values ranging from 8 -84 cd/m 2 , and the 2-dimensional sinusoid 452 had a spatial frequency of 0.7 cycles/deg, and its orientation was 90 0 . We refer to this 453 as a second-order orientation stimulus, because the oriented grating briefly visible in the 454 stimulus was due to the local differences in contrast, not luminance differences. The 455 mean luminance (38 cd/m 2 ) of the stimulus was constant throughout its presentation 456 and was the same across every band in the oriented grating. 457
Baseline, Ignore and Attend tasks were presented in a block design as shown in 460 respectively. c) Ignore task. Following 500ms of fixation, two circular patches of random 697 dot motion stimuli (6 0 in diameter) appeared on either side of fixation at 8 0 eccentricity 698 (radius) and 10 0 above horizontal (azimuth). During the delay period, the central fixation 699 spot dimmed on 65% of the trials and monkey released the joystick within 0.75 seconds 700 of the dim to get a juice reward. During the same delay period, independently of the 701 fixation spot dimming, one of the motion stimuli changed direction on 65% of the trials. 702
Monkey had to ignore the motion-change and hold the joystick down. d) Performance in 703 the Ignore task. Color and symbol conventions same as (b). e) Attend task. Following 704 500ms of fixation, two circular patches of random dot motion stimuli appeared at the 705 same location as in Ignore task. During the delay period, one of the motion stimuli 706 changed direction on 65% of the trials and monkey released the joystick within 0.75 707 seconds of the motion-change event to get a juice reward. f) Performance in the Attend 708 task to left and right motion-changes as well as no changes. Color and symbol conventions same as (b). g) Block Design: All three tasks were presented in a block 710 design and the duration of each task in the block design is shown in d. Each run started 711 with the Baseline task and was interleaved with Ignore and Attend tasks. All task conventions were the same as in figure 1, except that the peripheral stimuli 764
were second-order orientation patches rather than visual motion patches. 765 e) Block Design: All three tasks were presented in a block design identical to that used 766 in the motion version of the task (Figure 1) . 767 
